Five implementations of different
The overriding concern has been to give the reader a clear and realistic assessment.
In particular the use of sophist icated measures has been avoided, and a presentation style is used that one might find in a consumer guide. The reader may look at the tables and decide at first glance whether the properties of interest are satisfied by a particular implementation.
The choice of properties is a compromise between criteria that are easy to understand (which compiler generates faster code?) and sometimes obscure properties of the implementations of lazy functional languages (which language does not support local function definitions?). The next section motivates our choice of languages and implementations.
Section 3 describes the procedure that has been used to benchmark a common set of benchmarks with
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. ..$l .50 different languages.
The experimental results are presented in Section 4. The last section gives our conclusions.
2
The choice of languages and implementations
There are several major efforts to implement a state-of-theart lazy functional language.
For the main part these efforts are addressed at implementing Haskell [10] . Haekell compilers are under development at several places, including Glasgow University, Yale University and Chalmers University.
The Chalmers and Glaagow compilers have been benchmarked.
The Yale compiler has not been benchmarked because at present it does not produce a stand alone binary, like all the other compilers.
Instead the Yale system is embedded in a Lisp environment.
MirandaI [19, 20] and LML [2, 3] are slightly older and in some respects simpler languages than Haskell. This means that they are both easier to learn and easier to implement. The Thk is difficult when done on an ad hoc basis because it is easy to make mistakes and to introduce bias towards one of the languages, in particular it is difficult to avoid bias towards the language the benchmarks are originally written in. The solution adopted is to write all the benchmarks in one language, whilst taking into account the following considerations:
1. Restrict the use of special syntax to those forms that can be translated mechanically into functionally equivalent, efficient syntax of all the languages of concern.
2. Use a set of essential primitive functions that must be present in any language to be of interest for general purpose programming purposes.
The next sections further elaborate these considerations. It is difficult to implement these two facilities without introducing run time penalties.
We have thus not used either to avoid being unfair towards languages with overloading and polymorphic comparisons.
3.2
The use of essential primitives 
Results
The benchmark programs were allcompiled with option settings that should give fast execution, we have consistently tried to optimisefor speed. The compile timeand run time options used are shown in Table3 together with the characteristics of the system used. To achieve best performance no debugging, run time checks or profiling code has been generated. Where a"-O''option could beset togenerate faster code, we have done so. Some compilers provide further optimisations, e.g. "-02", but these sometimes generate worse code, so wehaverefrained form using such potentially clangerous options.
Each benchmark program has an input parameter that has been used to tune the program such that it consumes about lminuteofcputirne.
Running abenchmarkprogram for a shorter period makes the time measurements less reliable, while larger input parameter values cause some programs to run out of heap space.
It is thus impossible to achieve the target of 1 minute for all programs. The input parameters that have been used are shown in the second column of Table 5 .
The stand alone executable were timed on a UNIX system using /bin/time, taking the sum of user and system time as the total execution time.
Each executable haa been run 60times, on a quiet system, taking the best execution time as the ultimate performance measure, because it minimises the error in the time measurement.
The real times were always found to be at most a few seconds higher than the cpu time, which implies that the reported times are a reliable indication ofprograrn performance on the machine that we used.
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